Sparkeology is the new frontier.
From our first conversation you’ll recognize
that we’re a different kind of furniture
company. Dedicated to developing
uncomplicated, long-lasting, and
sometimes playful solutions for public
spaces, we take a thoughtful approach
to furnishing libraries, higher education,
lounges, lobbies, restaurants, or any kind
of community hub. Wherever people
gather to meet, study, work, research, or
surf,conditions are prime for Sparkeology.

Sparkeology is in tune with the universe.
Our furniture is created with materials and
processes specifically designed to be easy
on the environment. We’re also attuned to
other groups looking for ways to do the right
thing, and we’ll return a portion of our proceeds
to help you make good things happen.

Sparkeology is the stuff of super heroes.
We’ve developed a way to wow our
customers, and every day is another
chance to save the day. No request is too
big, and no customer too small. Going
above and beyond the call of service is in
our DNA, and you can count on us to give
every story a happy ending.

Sparkeology follows the law of simplicity.
Our straightforward method shows in
everything we do, from how we design the
product, to how you order it, to how easy it
is to talk to us. We aim to uncomplicate your
day by being honest, real, and transparent.

Sparkeology has a heart.
Standing on the shoulders of our sister
company, Worden, has given us a perfect
vantage point to start something new.
From here, we can see over the fence to
what’s next, blending 60 years of furniture
manufacturing with the clever innovation
that is Sparkeology.

Need some space to think?
Pick and choose your favorite elements
to plan study areas in the form of a
cross, pinwheel, row, or…you tell us!
Option shown features Stu, Ty, and Al.

Stu: Study, work, interview, lunch... this
little workhorse does any job you ask of it.
With its easy-sliding sled base, it can go
anywhere and everywhere you do.

Ty: Just like it sounds, this is the piece that
ties it all together. Use it to connect or unify a
row, a pod, or one- or two-sided spaces. It’s
also a hub for power and can be ganged for
long runs of study stations.

Al: It’s classic, lightweight, and incredibly
durable. Spec it short, tall, with upholstery,
metal, or wood, and you’ll be sitting pretty
wherever you go.

Expecting a crowd?
Mix Ty-Pad with Phil in a display/lounge
area or pull Pete, Flip or more Bens into
the mix to make everyone feel welcome.
Or introduce two Ty-Pads with Ben face
to face to create an instant booth with
room for the whole gang.

Ty-Pad: A true multi-tasker, Ty-Pad links and
defines space just like Ty, but with a comfy
built-in seat back. Link it up with a Ben, and
you’ve got an instant booth that works well
in either rows or clusters.

Ben: Match it up with Ty or drop one
anywhere you want to create easy,
short-term seating for one or a bunch.

Phil: Displays your monitors, collections,
books, programs, or graphic messages/
images. Make it what you need. We’ve
got a flexible, easy-to-configure display
solution for you.

Easy does it.
With so many compatible options to
choose from, it couldn’t be simpler to
say welcome, come sit a while with me.
Shown here with Manny, Pete, and Flip,
or multiply the possibilities by adding
Ben or Ty-Pad.

Flip: How can you resist this? It’s a table,
a stool, a resting place for your bag. Strong
and lightweight, it’s made to flip upside or
down. And we think you’ll flip for it.

Pete: Short? Tall? Circular, square,
rectangular? Paired with our resin top and
your choice of base colors, this table is
just right for dressing up or everyday use.

Manny: Ahh, the ottoman. Sturdy steel
bases matched with durable fabrics
make this a must-have for comfy seating
or an inviting lounge.

Sparkeology can change your perspective.
It’s amazing what possibilities you can see
just by looking at things in a whole new way.
At Sparkeology, we see a less complicated,
more agile, more satisfying, and even more
fun way to get things done. We’d love nothing
more than to share that view with you.
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